The SALGA – University of California, Berkeley Leadership
Impact and Innovation Programme
A Partnership to Improve Municipal Capacity in the
South African Local Government Sector
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THE ALAMEDA COUNTY HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
INITIATIVE & SOCIAL SERVICES AGENCY
The SALGA Municipal Leadership Learning Cohort (referred to as the SALGA Berkeley
Fellows) were exposed to a major housing development initiative set up on a public private
partnership basis, the innovative approaches deployed in the construction process as well
as the target beneficiaries, who are mostly from black and underprivileged communities.
The second instalment of the field visits entailed a visit to a Social Services Agency
established by the Alameda County with a mandate to service the full spectrum of social
service needs within the county’s jurisdiction. The most notable lesson learned from
this particular field visit was how a district based municipality could create an institution
modelled along the lines of the South African Social Security Agency (SASSA) but with an
even more comprehensive set of social service offerings.

ENGAGEMENT WITH A CITY MANAGER FROM
CALIFORNIA BAY AREA REGION
The SALGA Berkeley Fellows had an interaction with a City Manager of one of the
municipalities in the California Bay Area Region. The interactive engagement focused
on an overview of the San Bruno Municipality, the city’s medium to long term financial
prospects, its housing and development pipeline as well as its perspective of how to
manage complexity in a fast changing technological and developmental world, more so
as this municipality is located within close proximity to Silicon Valley whose technological
boom has had a knock-on effect on the housing market such that the levels of
homelessness and displacement are on the rise.
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ENGAGEMENT WITH A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE
INTERNATIONAL CITY / COUNTY MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION (ICMA), AN ASSOCIATION OF CITY
MANAGERS IN THE USA
The main lesson taken from this engagement was the institutions Code of Ethics which
underpins the professional standards that City Managers in the USA are held up to, and
the role that this association plays in fostering a professional ethos. During the course of
the engagement it was acknowledged that there is significant progress in the finalisation
of a memorandum of agreement between SALGA and ICMA whose primary plan is to
facilitate the deepening of professionalism within our local government sector through
shared knowledge and experiences.
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VISIT TO CITY OF BERKELEY
The most significant lesson learned were the various energy
and resource management frameworks and strategic
options available to countries and city governments to
realise climate change goals from the perspective of
global carbon emission targets. The second lesson was
the affirmation from California as a state with all its city
governments that they intend to pursue these targets
despite the USA government’s withdrawal from the Kyoto
Protocol.
In the City Hall engagement, useful city government
practices were shared in relation to effective management
of municipal financial reserves as well as the city being
part of a region wide association of municipalities in
the San Francisco Bay Area established to facilitate the
joint formulation of long term development plans more
particularly in the areas of local economic development,
transportation management, law enforcement and in the
provision of affordable housing.
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KEY LESSONS FROM THE ENGAGEMENTS FROM THE
SILICON VALLEY ECOSYSTEM OF PARTNERS WERE:
•	The benefits of smart parking capabilities for a city such as San
Francisco with traffic congestion challenges.
•	The effect of the Amazon business model in the creation of a
drone based logistics services operation which is available for
pressing humanitarian needs in the remotest parts of the world
at far more efficient levels and cheaper rates compared to ground
transportation.
•	The benefits of last mile internet connectivity to communities who
have no access to such services and social economic impacts that
come with such a capability.
•	Smart mobility technology whose business model is based on
converting energy inefficient systems (motors, inverters, batteries,
manufacturing, infrastructure) into clean energy capabilities.
•	A story-telling approach that is an effective instrument in the
manner in which city governments communicate with their
communities.
•	An artificial intelligence based capability that can deliver mobile
doctor service in remote villages.
•	A cloud based customer centric technology offering with capabilities
of innovations across many domains such as drone development,
video streaming, grocery delivery, advanced shopping, in-house
entertainment and home automation.
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LEARNING FROM FACEBOOK
The standout lesson from this is how Facebook underpins its innovation culture
and capabilities by encouraging its employees to come up with all sorts of creative
ideas to reinforce Facebook’s cutting edge positioning in the market, namely:
1.	Facebook’s Hacker Cup – an international programming competition hosted
and administered by Facebook as a means to identify top engineering talent for
potential employment at Facebook, and
2.	Facebook’s HR Value Proposition – this is an HR culture centered on five key
tenants which are:
a) A mission focused leadership culture;
b) Playing to employee’s strengths;
c)	Supporting employees in their lives outside of work (e.g. free transport to
and from work, free food at the work place, free charging facilities at the
workplace for employees with electric cars and bicycles, free knowledge and
career advancement opportunities, even if such is outside of a Facebook
employee’s scope of work);
d) Matching an employee to an authentic boss; and
e)	Giving employees space to take initiative and suggest innovative ideas even
if such are outside of an employee’s scope of work and to reward employees
accordingly when such ideas get implemented by Facebook as part of its
commercial and / or product feature.

By far the biggest lesson learned from the Facebook field visit is that the Facebook
operating model is steeped in the culture of employee driven innovation which is
heavily supported by a family orientated employee engagement culture. This is
best illustrated by an established practice at Facebook that gives every employee
an automatic day-off every Wednesday of a working week.
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VISIT TO THE CITY OF OAKLAND
SALGA Berkeley Fellows visited Oakland City Hall to meet
with the Mayor of the City of Oakland, Ms Libby Schaaf,
together with some of her senior members of staff who
included the Chief of the Oakland Police Department, Ms
Anne Kirkpatrick. After receiving a very warm reception,
the group was introduced to the inner workings of a city
which prides itself on its diversity, inclusion and for its
historical connections to the South African anti-apartheid

movement and for having hosted former President Nelson
Mandela upon his release from prison. As much as the City
of Oakland has its fair share of successes, it does not hold
back in acknowledging some of its most pressing social
challenges such as homelessness, housing shortages, and
in-contact crime, which continue to confront Oakland
even though it’s part of an economic region that is going
through a boom.

ENGAGEMENT WITH THE OAKLAND POLICE DEPARTMENT
The importance of this visit
was to gain an appreciative
understanding of how a local
government institution (in the
form of a police department in
the City of Oakland) is dealing
with the perils of Federal
Oversight, which is a form of
a Section 139 intervention
in the USA context. The
interesting lesson learned from
this discussion is how a wellintentioned intervention can
have unintended consequences
due to encroaching upon the
constitutional independence of
another sphere of government.
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Extracts from the Remarks of the President of SALGA, Executive Mayor of the City of Polokwane Municipality Cllr. Thembi
Nkadimeng on the Occasion of University of California, Berkeley Certification Ceremony for SALGA Cohort, 20 September 2019
•	It gives me great pride to address you on
behalf of the leadership of the South African
Local Government Association at the
graduation ceremony of the first cohort of
South African Municipal Leaders attending
an executive education and leadership
development course at Goldman School of
Public Policy, University of California, Berkeley.
•	We have a sense of urgency in building
the capacity of our municipalities to meet
the needs of communities and improve
the quality of lives, so our partnership with
Berkeley is important.
President of SALGA, Cllr. Thembi Nkadimeng

SALGA CEO, Mr Xolile George

•	Sustainable partnerships are an important
part of SALGA’s strategy. Helping local
government find real world solutions to
challenges and to think globally whilst acting
locally, is one of the cornerstone principles of
SALGA’s mandate.
•	This has largely influenced our partnership
with the Goldman School of Public Policy
of the University of California Berkeley. This
partnership represents a ground breaking
initiative that I believe will greatly enhance
local government capacity at a leadership
level. The partnership has given rise to the
creation of the Leadership and Innovation
Impact.

•	This opportunity has enabled SALGA to
expand its footprint of executive education/
capacity building internationally to a
renowned learning institution as the
Goldman School of Public Policy, University of
California Berkeley.
•	The programme has created access points
for SALGA with critical stakeholders
such as the International City / County
Managers (ICMA), National Forum of
Black Public Administrators (NFPBA) and
the National League of Cities to continue
these engagements to benefit of our local
government.
•	Our most sincere and heartfelt gratitude and
appreciation goes to the Goldman School
of Public Policy, under the leadership of Dr
Dean Henry E Brady, and all members of
the administration for hosting the SALGA
delegation. Thank you for the significant
contribution you have made to South African
local government.
•	Thank you to all our partners that have
made this programme a success chiefly
the University of California Berkeley, the
African Technology Foundation, participating
municipalities in the Bay Area, SALGA
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Associate partners and the Silicon Valley
ecosystem of partners.
•	I thank you all and once more congratulations
to all the SALGA Berkeley Fellows.

AUGUST 2020 UPDATES
LOCAL TALENT FORM PART OF HISTORIC BLACK IS KING FILM AND ALBUM
•	South Africa and the continent’s entertainment industry have been made proud with
the participation of no less than 10 trainees from Nkangala District Municipality in
Mpumalanga in superstar Beyonce’s Black is King musical film and visual album. The
trainees formed part of the ground-breaking movie and album thanks to the South
African Local Government Association (SALGA).
•	Black is King premiered on M-Net (DStv channel 101) and Disney + in other parts of
the world on 1 August 2020 to widespread acclaim, beautifully showcasing SA and
Mpumalanga’s young talent to viewers across the globe.
•	SALGA and partners facilitated a learning programme to improve municipal capacity in
the South African local government sector. In September 2019, a twenty (20) person
delegation of leaders drawn from various municipalities comprising of Executive Mayors,
Mayors, Speakers, Municipal Managers, Chief Financial Officers and Chief Information
Officers participated in the Leadership Impact and Innovation Programme offered by the
Goldman School of Public Policy, University of California Berkeley.
•	The inaugural Leadership Impact and Innovation Programme followed a multi-faceted
approach to professional learning which included intensive in-contact class interactions,
municipal field visits, peer to peer reflections and sharing, engagements with partner
associations, comparative benchmarking, smart cities simulations and innovative
practice case studies.

•	It was during the trip that the SALGA delegation interacted with Lights, Camera,
and Diaspora! (LCD!), founded by Christian Epps, which provides industry training
opportunities for African filmmakers seeking to enhance their skills
•	In October of 2019, Epps, also a professional filmmaker and in SA for an international
production, was invited by Nkangala District Municipal Manager, Millicent Skosana to
investigate how young learners in the district’s filmmaking programme could be trained
by LCD!
•	The timing was fortuitous indeed, the international production Epps was working on was
Black is King and he needed some fresh energy to form part of the project. Epps spoke to
his long-time Nigerian collaborator in SA, Akin Omotoso, who was excited about the idea
of integrating the Mpumalanga youngsters into the project.
•	In a matter of days, a young group of 10 budding media entrepreneurs would embark on
a historic project that was initiated by the most influential cultural icon of a generation,
Beyoncé.
•	“This kind of opportunity to provide hands on experience and skills enhancement to the
young talent in Africa is precisely what I envisioned with Lights, Camera, and Diaspora!”
says Epps, founder and CEO of LCD!. “We were formed to serve as a bridge between
production communities of the US and African entertainment industries.”
• SALGA and Nkangala District Municipality are immensely proud of the 10 young trainees.
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Telephone: +27 (0)12 369 8000 | Fax: +27(0)12 369 8001
Physical Address: Menlyn Corporate Park, Block B, 175 Corobay Avenue,
Cnr Garsfontein and Corobay, Waterkloof Glen ext 11, Pretoria
Postal Address: PO Box 2094, PRETORIA, 0001
Website: www.salga.org.za
Facebook: South African Local Government Association (SALGA)
Twitter: @SALGA_Gov
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YouTube: SALGA TV

